
CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT, 29 MARCH 2007 

 
Thank you for your letter of 2 March concerning the written evidence provided to 
the Environment and Rural Development Committee by SPT Marine Services 
Ltd, in advance of the Committee's consideration on 7 February of two public 
petitions opposing the proposed ship to ship transfer of oil in the Firth of Forth. 
You advise that it has subsequently been brought to the Committee's attention by 
Mark Ruskell MSP, in a letter that he sent you on 20 February, that the company 
failed to mention a spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 1995, involving a tanker 
belonging to its US parent company. The Committee subsequently agreed at its 
meeting on 28 February that you should write to advise me of this development 
and to seek my comments. 
 
Although these matters are for SPT Marine Services Ltd (SPT) to respond to, my 
Department was also concerned to learn of this development and officials 
approached the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA) asking if they had 
taken account of the 1995 oil spill incident in their evaluation of  the oil spill 
contingency plan submitted by Forth Ports for the ship to ship oil transfer 
proposals. The MCA has confrmed that they were fully aware of this incident 
which was specifically referred to in a report prepared in November 1997 by Det 
Norke Veritas, the Norwegian risk management foundation, entitled 'Risk 
Assessment of Ship-to-Ship Transfer for the Marine Safety Agency' The Marine 
Safety Agency was the predecessor organisation to the MCA. The MCA has also 
advised that the manner whereby ship to ship oil transfers take place in the Gulf 
of Mexico differs in many respects from the current proposals for the Firth of 
Forth; primarily in that such transfers take place far offshore in deep water areas 
with both ships steaming slowly ahead in order to maintain steerage. The Firth of 
Forth proposals however are similar to the practice followed in Scapa Flow in that 
they are based on the oil transfer taking place between stationary vessels, with 
the larger receiving vessel at anchor. In addition it is understood that there are no 
supporting tugs associated with the Gulf of Mexico operations, unlike the Forth 
proposals, which if approved, would additionally be undertaken with a standby 
counter pollution vessel in attendance. 
 
You may also be aware from an article in the Sunday Herald of 11 March that 
there was an oil pollution incident off the coast of France in 2001 which has been 
linked to SPT Marine Services Ltd through the fact that the tanker owner, Teekay 
Shipping, acquired a stake in 2003 in I. M. Skaugen ASA, the parent company 
that ultimately owns SPT Marine Services Ltd. While this indeed seems to be 
case, the link to SPT Marine Services Ltd and their proposals for the Forth is very 
tenuous as the incident in question involved a single tanker and was not 
associated with a ship to ship transfer operation. 
 
As Sarah Boyack said to the Committee on 7 February protection of the marine 
and coastal environment of the Firth of Forth has been our primary concern 
throughout the discussions of this proposal and, as the First Minister said to 



Robin Harper on 22 February, the Scottish Executive will continue to look to 
Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), as the statutory advisory body on natural 
heritage issues, to provide advice to Forth Ports in relation to the decision 
making process and the implications of the proposal overall. 
 
As you are aware, SNH has been closely involved in examining the proposals at 
every stage. We can be confident that its advice will take into account all the 
issues of relevance to the natural environment of the Firth of Forth. 
 


